Effect of substrate roughness on photoluminescence spectra of silicon nanocrystals grown by off axis pulsed laser deposition
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Silicon nanoparticles were prepared by off axis pulsed laser deposition (PLD) technique. The optical properties of Si nanoparticles grown on quartz substrate have been characterized by optical absorption, photoluminescence, Raman, and transmission electron microscopy. TEM has demonstrated that the radius of nanocrystals decreases from 4 to 0.8 nm as the off axis target to substrate distance increases. A blueshift up to 4.2 eV is observed in the optical absorption spectra of the Si quantum dots. The slope of log(hv) vs log(α) graph shows that the optical transitions in Si quantum dots are allowed direct, allowed indirect, and direct forbidden transitions which depend on the nature of the substrate used for the growth of silicon. Relaxation of k selection rule is observed in these samples. Photoluminescence (PL) emission consists of an intense broad emission extending over visible to ultraviolet region. The photoluminescence peak energy and intensity are found to be sensitive to the nature of substrate. Possible mechanism of optical absorption and PL origin are discussed in terms of quantum confinement luminescent center model. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.2209432

I. INTRODUCTION

Silicon (Si) is the important semiconductor in the microelectronic industry. Recent reports on the intense visible photoluminescence from nanocrystalline silicon have attracted a great deal of attention due to the expectation of Si based optoelectronic devices.1–4 This discovery of visible photoluminescence (PL) from nanocrystalline Si has sparked considerable debate regarding the mechanism for improved emission efficiency.5,6 Silicon based light emitting devices are highly desirable for the integration of optical signal and electronic data processing circuits on the same chip. Moreover, the fabrication process is compatible with the present large scale integration technologies.7–9 Many researchers have investigated various methods for fabricating the Si nanoparticles as light emitters. Silicon quantum dots have excellent optical properties even in the short-wavelength region due to the quantum size effect.10 Silicon nanoparticles can be synthesized by several techniques such as ion implantation,11 electrochemical etching of silicon wafers,12,13 cosputtering,14 and pulsed laser deposition (PLD).15,16 The exact mechanism of light emission from Si nanoparticles is still a controversy, even though many investigations in this direction are in progress. The PL emission reported for silicon/silicon dioxide (Si/SiO 2) systems consists of an intense emission peak in the near infrared, visible, and near ultraviolet (UV) regions. However, a broad spectral emission

is typically observed from Si nanocrystals.17 The PL emission from Si/SiO 2 systems consists of an intense broad peak at 1.95 eV, visible with the naked eye with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 0.3 eV.18–20 Wolkin et al. proposed that the trapping of an electron (or even an exciton) by silicon-oxygen double bonds produces localized levels in the band gap of nanocrystals.21 The interface between Si and SiO 2 is not sharp which plays an attractive role in light emission. The PL is also been suggested due to defects with excess Si atoms in SiO 2 films.22 The Si–O vibrations at the interface makes a dominant path for the recombination of electron hole pairs in silicon nanocrystals embedded in SiO 2.23 Park et al. report that amorphous species Si used to confine Si nanocrystals can be responsible for light emission.24 Contradictory experimental results in the literature suggest that detailed study is needed to understand the light emission mechanism.

In the present investigation Si nanocrystals were prepared by off axis PLD. PLD has emerged as a promising technique because it is a cold wall processing which excites only a small area on the target by the focused laser beam. It is highly suited for the growth of quantum dots with high chemical purity and controlled stoichiometry. In PLD, one can control size distribution of Si nanocrystals by varying the parameters such as target to substrate distance, laser fluence, background gas pressure, etc. The off axis PLD is an excellent method to produce nanoparticles. The laser ablation produces the plasma plume perpendicular to the target surface, which expanded towards substrate. Large Si crystals in Si
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plasma plume are more or less formed at the center of plume, smaller are distributed near plume edge. So off axis PLD is one of the most suitable choices due to its ability to control the size of the particles.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Silicon nanocrystals were synthesized by off axis pulsed laser ablation technique. The deposition was carried out using a Q-switched Nd:YAG (Yttrium aluminum garnet) laser with a fluence of 2 J/cm² at 532 nm, having a pulse width of 9 ns, and a repetition frequency of 10 Hz. The target was rotated with constant speed to ensure uniform ablation. Chamber was evacuated to a base pressure of 1 × 10⁻⁶ mbar and high purity silicon pellet sintered at 1300 °C was used as a target material. Substrate was kept at target to substrate distance of 30 mm and at off axis heights of 5 and 10 mm with respect to laser plume (Fig. 1). Three types of nanofilms were synthesized. One set on a smooth quartz substrate for an ablation time of 18 min, another one was coated on a rough quartz substrate for 18 min, and the third set was a multilayer film of Si and Al₂O₃ with initial layer of alumina grown on the polished quartz substrate. The substrates were made rough by dipping the smooth quartz substrate in hydrogen fluoride solution for 15 min.

For the preparation of multilayer, first layer of Al₂O₃ was grown on quartz substrate and after that, three layers of Si and three layers of Al₂O₃ were deposited alternatively. Ablation time for Si was 6 min and that for Al₂O₃ was 30 s. In the multilayer structure, the growth may be in the form of isolated islands, which is capped by Al₂O₃ layer. The deposition of next layer of Si may result in the growth over the isolated islands. The multilayer film can be considered as Si dots evenly distributed over the substrates in the Al₂O₃ matrix.

In this paper we also report the studies of nanocrystalline Si particles using the transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The Si nanoparticles were deposited on NaCl crystals by off axis PLD at a target to substrate distance of 30 mm, keeping the heights at 5 and 10 mm for a deposition time of 18 min. The TEM shows a variation of particle size as a function of off axis height. The nanostructure of films was examined by a Hitachi H-600 TEM operated at 500 kV. Raman spectra of samples were measured with Raman spectrometer (Nicolet Thermo) at room temperature using 532 nm line of Ar-ion laser for excitation. Optical absorption spectra were recorded using an UV-VIS-NIR spectrophotometer (Hitachi U 3410) in the spectral range of 200–800 nm. The PL measurements were recorded by Jobin Yvon spectrophotometer (Fluorolog III). The crystal structure was examined using x-ray diffractometer (Rigaku) with Cu Kα (λ = 1.5418 Å) radiation.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. TEM analysis

The nanostructures of as deposited films were examined by TEM observations. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show TEM images for Si quantum dots prepared by an off axis PLD at a substrate to target distance of 30 mm and off axis heights of 10 and 5 mm respectively. The on axis substrate to target distance was kept the same in both cases. The quantum dots are uniformly dispersed in films and majority of dots are having a spherical shape and some of them are ellipsoidal. For a substrate to target distance of 10 mm the average particle size is found to be 0.8 nm whereas for a distance of

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of off axis pulsed laser deposition.

FIG. 2. TEM picture for Si nanoparticles grown by off axis PLD on NaCl crystal. Substrate to target distance is 30 mm and off axis heights; are (a) 10 mm and (b) 5 mm. Inset shows the selective area diffraction pattern.
5 mm the crystallites have a size around 4 nm. TEM micrograph shows that smaller mean size Si nanocrystals are formed when the off axis target to substrate distance increases. This technique gives a better control on the size of nanoparticles. Figure 3 shows size distribution of Si nanoparticles grown by off axis PLD for off axis substrate to target distances of 5 and 10 mm. During the ablation of Si, large crystals are formed at the center of the plasma plume, while smaller particles are formed near the edge of the plasma. The larger nanocrystals are formed on the substrate kept at the center of the plume. In the present study, all the samples were deposited by keeping the substrate in the off axis geometry. The variation of size distribution of Si nanocrystals with substrate to target distance may be due to the collision of ejected species. An increase in substrate to target distance will result in increased collisions between the ejected species and heavier particles may not reach the substrate. At small substrate to target distance, the solidified droplets of Si expelled from the target may get deposited on substrate along with various species and result in bigger crystallites. However, the position of substrates in the present investigation was such that bigger droplets if any expelled from the target fall down by the gravity.

The instability of diamond structure in the Si particle with free surface having less than 3 nm in diameter has been predicted. The selective area diffraction pattern shows the cubic crystal structure for the films deposited at an off axis height of 10 mm.

B. Raman spectra

Raman spectrum of the crystalline silicon and the film coated on smooth quartz substrate is shown in Fig. 4. The films coated on smooth quartz substrate show a peak at 502 cm\(^{-1}\). The shifting of this band to lower wave numbers and enhancement of intensity of this mode may be due to quantum confinement effect. The shift of Raman peaks to lower wave numbers compared to the Raman peak of crystalline Si can be attributed to phonon confinement effects, while the larger FWHM can be correlated to size distribution of the crystals. Two weak broad bands observed at 420 and 599 cm\(^{-1}\) in the Raman spectrum of the film coated on smooth quartz substrate are shown in the inset of Fig. 4. These peaks are observed only in the films coated on smooth quartz substrate, suggesting the significance of the relaxation of crystal momentum conservation rule in silicon nanoparticles. The optical transmission studies on this film show the indirect forbidden transition with a band gap of 1.88 eV (Fig. 7). In the case of multilayer structure and samples coated on rough quartz substrate (Fig. 5) a fluctuation in stress in crystalline regions of Si may cause the broadening of Raman peak than that of bulk Si. Raman spectra are strongly affected by scattering from the substrate.

Figure 6 shows the x-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of Si nanocrystals grown by off axis PLD. The diffraction pattern shows the (111) peak of the silicon along with two peaks at 14.08° and 16.2° due to the presence of silicon dioxide 1-aminoadamantane deca-dodecasil-3R. The peak at 16.2° corresponds to (107) plane and the peak at 14.08° corresponds to (113) plane of silicon dioxide. The sharp peak
observed in the film deposited on smooth quartz corresponds to (111) plane of Si with \( d \) value of 3.125 Å (diamond structure). Apart from prominent (111) peaks, (220) peaks are also present in quantum dots coated on rough substrate. These peaks are due to random orientation of nanocrystals on rough substrate. The growth direction is highly probable along the (111) planes since they have highest atomic density and lowest surface energy. In the multilayer structure the peak at 25.27° with \( d \) value of 3.5 Å corresponds to Al\(_2\)O\(_3\). XRD pattern suggests that there is formation of silicon dioxide in all the films. The lattice constant of Si quantum dots is found to be 5.43 Å, is confirming the cubic structure of Si observed from the selective area electron diffraction.

C. Optical absorption spectra

The optical band gap \( E_g \) can be estimated from the following relation which is known as the Tauc plot:\(^{31}\)

\[ a h \nu = A(h \nu - E_g)^n, \]

where \( E_g \) is the band gap corresponding to a particular transition occurring in the film, \( A \) is a constant, \( \nu \) is the transition frequency and the exponent \( n \) characterizes the nature of band transition. \( n=1/2 \) and 3/2 corresponds to direct allowed and direct forbidden transitions, and \( n=2 \) and 3 corresponds to indirect allowed and indirect forbidden transitions, respectively.\(^{32,33}\) The band gap can be obtained from extrapolation of the straight-line portion of the \((a h \nu)^{1/n} \) vs \( h \nu \) plot to \( h \nu=0 \). From the inset of Fig. 7, it is observed that for the Si and Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) multilayer structure the best straight line has obtained for \( n \) nearly equal to 3/2 which is expected for direct forbidden transition and the corresponding band gap value is about 3.7 eV. But for a film on rough substrate \( n \) is found to be close to 1/2, which corresponds to a direct transition and the band gap is 4.2 eV. The film coated on smooth quartz substrate value of \( n \) is found to be 3.59, expected for indirect forbidden transition, and band gap is around 1.85 eV. For all samples, absorption threshold of silicon crystallites is higher than that of bulk Si and shifts towards high-energy side with decreasing average size of crystallites. In multilayer structure the layer thickness that is of the order of the unit cell dimensions can result in a direct or quasidirect band gap structure.\(^{34}\)

The polar nature of Si–O bond causes the trapping of exciton adjacent to the interface of Si–SiO\(_2\).\(^{35}\) The spatial
role in photoabsorption and nanocrystalline Si/SiO$_2$ interface plays role in luminescence. Our results suggest that more than one type of mechanism is needed to interpret the PL from nanoscale Si/Si oxide systems.

In the present case the films were produced by depositing the nanoparticle Si in an oxygen-free environment, oxygen molecules penetrate into films, and SiO$_2$ layer is formed on the surface of individual silicon nanoparticles when the films are exposed to air. Oxidation introduces Si–SiO$_2$ interface or defects in oxide layer. Si–SiO$_2$ composites are essential factors to understand their emission mechanism. Oxidation helps the formation of radiative states in an interfacial region between the silicon oxide layer and silicon core. Oxygen atoms critically modify the electronic structure of Si nanostructures. The interfacial region is assumed to have energy gap wider than that of Si core. Also the interfacial band gap depends on whether the surface termination is hydrogen or oxygen. Si–O is more likely to be formed in the interfacial region for films coated on smooth quartz substrate and multilayers whereas there may be a strong chance for the formation of Si–O–H in the interfacial region for the films coated on HF etched quartz substrate. These bonds stabilize the interface, and terminate two dangling bonds. Si nanoclusters terminated with hydrogen have larger band gaps than the corresponding cluster with double-bonded oxygen. Also wave function localization of some near-band-edge states on the interface of Si–O bonds is stronger than that of Si–O–H bonds which makes the interface of Si/SiO$_2$ sharper for films coated on smooth quartz substrate and multilayers. So after the absorption of photon energy, the carriers are trapped in the Si–O bond and Si–O–H bonds and the PL results due to the transition from this level to ground state. Reports show that ground state energy varies with energy level of valence band. In the present studies for films coated on rough quartz substrate, direct transition is expected and there may be a chance for the change of valence band edge. The higher-energy level of Si–O–H bonds and shift of valence band edge may cause a blueshift for films coated on rough quartz substrate.

Thus it is interesting to note that this difference occurs despite the fact that nanocrystal preparation conditions are identical, the only difference between the two films is the substrate roughness. The substrate effect plays a role in oxidation of the samples. Structural characterization of silicon nanocrystals and study of their local environment are fundamental to understand the light emission process. This experimental work confirms the significant role of substrate in oxidation of samples and formation of interfacial regions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Silicon quantum dots with an average size of 1 nm were synthesized by off axis pulsed laser deposition. TEM analysis demonstrates that mean size of silicon nanocrystals has a direct dependence on the off axis height. The band gap energies of quantum dots are observed to be 1.85 eV for dots coated on smooth quartz substrate, around 3.7 eV for multilayer structure, and 4.2 eV for the dots grown on rough quartz substrate. The blueshift in the absorption threshold is

FIG. 8. Photoluminescence spectra of Si nanocrystals coated on (a) multilayer structure, (b) rough quartz substrate, and (c) smooth quartz substrate.

confinement of excitons in small nanoparticles leads to the spread of $k$ in reciprocal lattice and may violate the $k$ selection rule. This enhances the probability of direct optical transition. In our case in the samples coated on HF etched quartz substrate (rough substrate), there can be a strong chance for the formation of Si–O–H bond and its polar nature may cause the confinement of excitons in nanoparticles and may result in a direct optical transition.

D. Photoluminescence studies

Figure 8 shows the room temperature PL of as deposited Si nanocrystals. All the samples are characterized by strong PL emission in near UV-visible region. The PL peak emissions are observed at 3.19, 3, and 2.8 eV for films coated on rough quartz substrate, smooth quartz substrate, and multilayer structures, respectively. However, a remarkable fact is that the difference between band gap obtained from the optical absorption spectra and PL emission is approximately constant for all samples and has a value of about 1 eV. The energy difference between absorption threshold and PL peak may be due to the relaxation of photoexcited carriers into the surface states. PL emission intensity of films deposited on rough quartz substrate and multilayer structure is higher than that of Si nanoparticles on smooth substrate.

In Brodsky’s model, PL is believed to be the result of recombination of e-h pairs in Si well. The suggestion that luminescence is likely to originate from contaminations or defective silicon oxides has been voiced in a number of papers. PL emission process in a nanoscale Si/silicon oxide system with an average size of about 3 nm took place at the interface between silicon nanocrystals and SiO$_2$ matrix. Some authors put forward quantum confinement luminescent center (QCLC) model in which photoexcitation occurs in nanoparticles and photoemission occurs in luminescent centers (LCs) in the surrounding Si oxide layer and radiatively recombine there. The reactive model proposed by Iwayama et al. also concluded that quantum confinement effects play a
due to quantum confinement effects in silicon nanocrystals. From the absorption spectra it has been observed that the nature of transition depends on the nature of substrate and the structure of multilayer. The shift in Raman band to lower wave numbers and enhancement of its intensity are attributed to quantum confinement effect. The synthesized films exhibit PL peak in the UV-visible region. The PL emission peak and intensity are dependent on the nature of substrate. It is concluded that luminescence does not originate from localized states in gap but from extended states.
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